**Three Distinct Spaces**

Administration Space: Motifs from ETH Zentrum.

Academic Space: Motifs from ETH Honggerberg.

Professional Space: Motifs from Virtual Designs.

**Use of Motifs**

Designed to create a sense of belonging and for ease of navigation in the VW.

**Transportation through Portals**

A: The Link between the Academic Space and the Department.

B: The Link between the Department and the Classroom.

C: The Link between the Department and the Office.

**Administration Space**

Provides administrative information for students and portals to the administration area for management staffs.

Provides spaces (Visdome, Corridor) for social events of social groups like the alumnae.

Design elements are inspired by the designs in ETH Zentrum, main colors used are orange and white.

1. The corridor creates a sense of movement and also chains the portals together.

2. The white and orange colors and the columns used here are inspired by the design of the Main Building.

3. A view from one of the portals.

**Academic Space**

This building houses portals to the virtual counterparts of current departments and centers, as well as new virtual units for the purpose of researches.

Design elements are inspired by the designs in ETH Honggerberg, main colors used are red and green.

1. A courtyard in the Academic Space, provides social space and vertical transportation to different areas.

2. Portals to current departments and centers.

3. Portals to combined and new departments.

**Professional Space**

This area as a new space, has its own style, main colors used are blue and yellow.

The Professional Space provides a display place for professionals and industries to participate in the ETH activities and to set up cooperation.

1. The view of the Conference Center (with glass panels on the frames served as video screens).

2. A view from the portal to Professional Area.

3. The use of dynamic curves creates a sense of movement and floating.